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1.  Which of the following is true in case of Semi-Submersible Rigs? 

a.  they can be moved from one location to other location 

b.  they partially flood their pontoons to achieve desired height above the water 

c.  they may be held in place by mooring lines attached to the seafloor anchor 

d.  all of the above 

Ans: D 

2.  Which of the following is true in Drillship? 

a.  It can be moved from location to location under their own power 

b.  It uses dynamic positioning system for maintaining their position over the drilling location 

c.  It has high storage capacity 

d.  all of the above 

Ans: D 

3.Which of the following is not common design criteria used for selecting a proper marine rig 

a.  Water depth rating 

b.  Manufacturer name 

c.  Derrick and substructure capacity 

d.  Deck load capacity 

Ans: B 

4.  A system connecting seabed facilities to surface facilities is called 

a.  riser 

b,  wellhead 

c.  accumulator 

d.  BOP 

Ans: A 

5.  A chain/rope system keeping floating surface facilities in place is called 

a.  mooring 

b.  wireline 



 

 

c.  draworks 

d.  none of the above 

Ans: A 

6.  TLPs are used in water depths up to about the depth of 

a.  6,000 feet 

b.  8,000 feet 

c. 9500 feet 

d. 10,500 feet 

Ans: A 

7.  A Drillship can drill in water depths up to a depth of 

a.  12,000 feet 

b. 18,000 feet 

c.  5000 feet 

d.  7500 feet 

Ans: A 

8.  FPSO system is preferred for 

a.  Small onshore field 

b.  Large offshore field 

c.  Small offshore field 

d.  Large onshore field 

  Ans: C 

9.  World’s deepest spar is located in 

a.  Gulf of Mexico 

b.  Mumbai high 

c.  Arabian sea 

d.  None of the above 

Ans: A 



 

 

10.  Which of the following are the main advantages of Drill ship 

a. It is mobile with high speed transit 

b. Deck load and total load of drill ship is greater than jack up and semisubmersible 

c. low mobilization cost 

d. all of the above 

Ans: D 


